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Abstract. The extension E of degree n over the Galois field F = GF(q) is called 
regzrlai. over F, if ord,.(q) and rz have greatest common divisor 1 for all prime divisors 
r of r z  which are different from the characteristic p of F (here. ord,.(q) denotes the 
multiplicative order of q modulo r). Under the assumption that E is regular over F 
and that q - 1 is divisible by 4 if q is odd and 12 is even, we prove the existence of a 
primitive eleinent ii7 E E which is also coinpletely normal over F (the latter means 
that ii7 simultaneously generates a normal basis for E over elTcr.v intermediate fieid K 
of E/F). Our result achieves. for the class of extensions under consideration, a 
coininon generalization of the theoren~ of Lenstra and Schoof on the existence of 
primitive normal bases [12] and the theorem of Blessenohl and Johnsen on the exis- 
tence of complete normal bases [I]. 
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1. The main result. The famous normal basis theorem states that for every 
(finite dimensional) Galois extension E / F  there exists an eleinent 11. in E whose set of 
conjugates under the Galois group G constitutes a basis of E as F-vector space. 
Equivalently, the additive group (E, +) of E is free on one generator when con- 
sidered as a module over the group algebra FG. Each generator is called a rioru7ial or 
a,fi-ee e/er.i~ent of E over F.' For arbitrary finite fields E and F the norinal basis the- 
orem was first proved by Hensel [I01 in 1888: for infinite fields the result is due to 
Noether [16]. 

In the present paper we are concerned with finite fields. So, let F = GF(q) be the 
Galois field with q elements and let E be the extension of degree 11 over F. Then the 
Galois group G is cyclic and admits the Frobenius autoinorphism (mapping 21 E E 
to U") as a canonical generator. Consequently, the FG-action on (E. +) can be 
described in tetms of the (univariate) polynomial ring F[.Y] over F by defining the 
scalar multiplication 

i.e.. by evaluating thc polynomiäl.fat the Frobenius automorphism and by applying 
the resulting F-endomorphisin ,f(oF) of E to H.. We call E an F[.Y]-nzor/zd~. The F- 
or&r (or q-orcie'c) of 11. E E is defined to be the tnonic polynomial p E F[.Y] of least 

lUilfortunately, the terminology is not consisterit. Wc have used the term , f k c  in [7] iind several other 
papeis. This time. as in [14]. we shall use the term ilort?iol. 
































